《The Mysterious CEO》
14. Darling, I want to go home
At the same time manager of the store came and hurriedly greet "President Si…Its
lucky day that you are here in our store. I am so sorry that wasn't able to come to greet
us earlier."
Si Li used his chin to point at sale assistant "I don't want to see her again."
"Yes, yes! You are fired" Manager was in enrage towards to sale assistant because of
her stupidity they were about of offending legendary Si Li.
"Darling, I want to go home" Lu Lan looked at Si Li like a spoilt child.
"Miss, don't worry I will send all the items to your house" Manager respectfully look
Lu Lan.
"Let's go" Si Li held her hands and turn to leave.
Lu Xuelon was so shocked that she had no idea when Si Li and Lu Lan left. After
some time, she came back into her sense and stride towards Si Li.

"Bro Li… Listen to me" Lu Xuelon ran so fast that she almost out of breath.
"It's not what you heard I was just worried about big sister. That why…I said those
word. Big sister, please explain to Bro Li. you knew it, right?" Lu Xuelon tried to look
pity but Lu Lan knew all tricks of Lu Xuelon.

"Xuelon, what do you want me to explain Si Li. If he doesn't love me so much. I
couldn't imagine we would have been broken up because of your accuses." Lu Lan
tried to hide her smile, she has never seen Lu Xuelon in this situation before.
"No..No. Big sis, you have misunderstood me" Lu Xuelon tried to explain herself.
"Enough...LU XUELON, it would be better for you to think before you speak about
Xiao Lan". Si Li said and turn to leave without giving any chance to Lu Xuelon to
speak.

It might be Lu Lan lucky day, where she was able to get her parents' house back, now
no one was able to take from her and Tex Corporation's problems was getting to
resolve bit by bit and the most important thing she was able to insult Lu Xuelon,
before she was the one who was getting insulted.
All thanks to Si Li. Having these thoughts in her mind, Lu Lan couldn't help smile
throughout the journey.
When they old mansion it was already 6 pm.
Old mansion surrounded by lot of green areas and lakes. It was simple and rectangular
shapes with the huge windows it was a perfect example of modern architecture.
As the car reached the front gate, Elder Li and a little boy were waiting for them full of
eager anticipation.
Lu Lan had heard rumours that Si Li has adopted a little boy but no one had seen him
so she didn't believe it, as these kinds of rumours are normal in the high-class society.
But now she was the one who was able to see this little boy, the boy has grey colour
eyes and white and soft face like a small bun.
As Si Li reached the entrance with Lu Lan, the little boy ran forwards and raised his
little hands towards Si Li. Si Li immediately took him in his arms when little boy
hugged Si Li's neck.
"Hey, champ, have you been well?" Si Li softly said in his ears.
Little boy released Si Li's neck and looked in his eyes, smile slightly and nodded his
head. After receiving little boy response and Si Li also smiled and peck on his cheek.
It was the first time for Lu Lan to see a huge smile on Si Li's face.
Si Li turned to look at Lu Lan "He is my son and he is called Little Champ".
Lu Lan show sweet smile to Little Champ but Little champ looked confusingly to Si
Li.

